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ABSTRACT

Genesis of Argillic Horizons in Soils of the Charkiln Series,
Spring Mountains, Clark County, Nevada
by
Peggy E. Elliott
Dr. Patrick Drohan, Examination Committee Chair
Pine Lake Institute for Environmental and Sustainability Studies
Hartwick College, Oneonta, New York

Understanding the pedogenesis of argillic horizons in atypical parent materials and
climates provides a valuable context for understanding traditional pedogenic
interpretations. In this study I examine the genesis of argillic horizons in soils forming in
alluvium dominated by quartzite (an atypical parent material for argillic horizons) in an
arid to semi-arid climate (usually insufficient moisture to translocate clays). Using soil
physical, chemical, and mineralogical analyses with field soil mapping I examined
whether the argillic horizons are currently forming and their potential source materials.
Results suggest that argillic horizons formed from quartzite, limestone, and eolian dust.
While mineralogy suggests soil weathering is minimal, A horizons are clay-depleted and
B horizons contain actively forming channel argillans and clay accumulation; a lack of
lithologie discontinuities also suggests the argillic horizons are not products of a past
climate. This study’s results provide new insight into argillic-horizon development in
atypical parent materials and climates.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
An argillic horizon is a subsurface soil horizon that exhibits evidence of clay
illuviation (accumulation), has a higher percentage of phyllosilicate clay than overlying
horizons, and typically requires at least a few thousand years to form (Soil Survey Staff,
1999). Argillic-horizon formation occurs from clay eluviation/illuviation via in situ
weathering from the breakdown of primary and secondary minerals (Soil Survey Staff,
1999). The weathering rates of minerals contributing to argillic-horizon formation within
the soil profile are a function of climate and parent material (Allen and Hajek, 1989).
Mineral transformation (primary to secondary mineral formation) and translocation of
minerals via water are common soil-forming processes responsible for clay movement
and thus the presence of clays in argillic horizons (Soil Survey Staff, 1999).
Argillic horizons can form under current climatic regimes that imdergo wetting and
drying cycles (Aandahl, 1982; Soil Survey Staff, 1999) which lead to clay dispersion,
deposition, and translocation (Soil Survey Staff, 1999). Argillic horizons also can be
preserved from a formation process that has occurred in a past climate (Nettleton et al.,
1989), and thus be a feature o f a paleosol (Ruhe, 1965, 1975; Birkeland, 1999).
The identification of argillic-horizon features in a soil is complicated by the
interpretation o f the soil as a paleosol, a currently forming soil, or a soil forming in/on a
relict soil. Paleosol argillic horizons may act as a barrier to water flow and enhance the

1
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formation o f current argillic horizons, or contribute to the formation o f new argillic
horizons, further complicating interpretation of the soils as paleosols or currently forming
soils. If the argillic horizon is part of a soil that has not been buried or eroded, it may be a
relict paleosol-a soil that since its initial formation has remained at land surface and has
not been buried by younger sediment (Ruhe, 1965, 1975; Birkeland, 1999).
The definition of an argillic horizon is subject to revision as research progresses. For
example, much of the past research on argillic horizons has occurred in soils o f the
eastern United States (Smeck et al., 1968; Bilzi and Ciolkosz, 1977; Franzmeier et al.,
1985; Ciolkosz et al., 1989; Goenadi and Tan, 1989; Nettleton et al., 1989; Stolt and
Rabenhorst, 1991), and support the Soil Survey Staffs (1999) hypothesis that argillic
horizons usually require at least a few thousand years to form. Studies west of the
Mississippi River from North Dakota to Texas, and as far west as California, indicate that
many argillic horizons in Midwestern and western soils are relict features of the
Pleistocene (Gile and Grossman, 1968; Gile and Hawley, 1968; Nettleton et al., 1975;
Sobecki and Wilding, 1983; Nettleton et al., 1989) or early to middle Holocene (Gile,
1975; Parsons and Herriman, 1976; Southard and Southard, 1985; Hopkins and Franzen,
2003). The western Unites States, however, currently is dominated by an aridic soil
moisture regime (NRCS, 2006c), which may not have the necessary moisture and
precipitation to promote argillic-horizon formation (Gile and Grossman, 1968; Gile and
Hawley, 1968; Nettleton et al., 1989). However, exceptions can exist where quicker
formation occurs if environmental conditions (leading to physical and chemical
weathering) favor argillic-horizon formation. An example is the research by Graham and
Wood (1991) and Johnson-Maynard et al. (2004), who found that an argillic horizon
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formed in approximately 50 years in disturbed soil under Coulter pine {Pinus coulteri B.
Don) in lysimeters at the San Dimas Experimental Forest in southern California.
Illuviation of clays was aided by the production of organic acids, absence of burrowing
macrofauna, and water available for leaching (Johnson-Maynard et al., 2004).

Purpose o f study
This research focuses on a soil series with argillic horizons [Charkiln series (fineloamy, mixed, superactive, mesic Aridic Argiustoll; NRCS, 2006b; 2006d)] in the Spring
Mountains, Clark County, Nevada (Figure I), which is forming in alluvium dominated by
quartzite; quartzite is an atypical parent material for soils with argillic horizons (Ogg and
Baker, 1999). Ogg and Baker (1999) and Ogg et al. (2001) studied soils with argillic
horizons in the Virginia Blue Ridge that formed from quartzite parent material. Based on
clay mineralogy and clay percentages, they concluded that it was unusual for the soils to
have formed only from a quartzite parent material; argillic horizons are less likely to
form from quartzite because it is composed essentially of quartz (Klein and Hurlbut,
1993) and therefore lacks the clays needed to form argillic horizons. Other sediments and
Ethologies in addition to the quartzite were responsible for the formation of the soils in
Virginia (Ogg and Baker, 1999; Ogg et al., 2001). It is hypothesized in this study that the
clay mineralogy for the argillic horizons is not forming from the quartzite but from
upslope contributions from a limestone parent material and eolian dust. However, the
quartzite could contain impurities that contribute to argillic-horizon formation, and
consequently may be an important factor in the formation of the argillic horizon.
Therefore, the objective o f this study is to examine three pedons of the Charkiln Series,
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the associated climate, soil-forming processes, and clay mineralogy to determine (1) the
genesis of the argillic horizons, and (2) whether the argillic horizons are relict or
currently forming.

Significance
Studies on the genesis of argillic horizons in quartzite parent material are limited to
the research o f Ogg and Baker (1999) and Ogg et al. (2001). No previous studies have
examined argillic-horizon formation in the Spring Mountains of Nevada, therefore,
limited knowledge exists on their occurrence. Additionally, it is hypothesized in this
study that the argillic horizons are young, and forming in the present climate which
contradicts past research on argillic-horizon formation in general (Gile and Hawley,
1968; Nettleton et al., 1989). This study will help the U.S. Department of AgricultureNatural Resources Conservation Service (USDA-NRCS) better understand the genesis of
these soils and aid in future landscape interpretations where such soils occur.

Study area location
The study area is located in the northwest Spring Mountains, Clark County, Nevada,
approximately 117 km northwest of Las Vegas (Figure 1). The Spring Mountains are
bordered on the east by the Las Vegas valley and to the west by the Pahrump valley. The
pedons discussed in this study are located in an east-west transect along Wheeler Pass
Road on the west side of the mountain range northwest of Charleston Peak. The pedons
range in elevation from about 2,032 to 2,424 m (USGS, 1984), and site coordinates [in
North American Datum (NAD) 1983] for the pedons are as follows: pedon Cl is located
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at 36° 21’ 59” north latitude and 115° 49’ 16” west longitude; pedon C2 is located at 36°
22’ 04” north latitude and 115° 48’ 36” west longitude; pedon C3 is located at 36° 22’
13” north latitude and 115° 47’ 57” west longitude; and the Ts pedon is located at 36°
22’ 27” north latitude and 115° 46’ 46” west longitude.
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Geology
The geology o f the Spring Mountains, as described by Longwell et al. (1965) and
Page et al. (2005), is complex and extensively faulted in the northern half of the range
(Figure 2). Lithology of the study area as summarized from Page et al. (2005) consists of
Precambrian and Paleozoic quartzite; Paleozoic sedimentary rocks, including mostly
limestone, dolostone, sandstone, siltstone, and shale, and some quartzite; and Cenozoic
alluvium, colluvium, and fan alluvium ranging from Miocene to Holocene age. Structure
of the area consists o f thrust faults and abundant normal faults. Geomorphic surfaces
located throughout the study area include fan remnants, inset fans (NRCS, 2006d), active
to inactive washes exhibiting various stages of bar and channel topography, and many
exposures o f bedrock.
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Climate
The soil moisture regime of the study area is aridic to ustic, with a mesic temperature
regime, and a mean aimual precipitation rate of 38 to 41 centimeters (NRCS, 2006d).
Water supply is sufficient to support a pinyon {Pinus monophylla Torr. & Frém.)-juniper
[Juniperus osteosperma (Torr.)] woodland with mountain mahogany {Cercocarpus
ledifolius Nutt. var. intermontanus N. Holmgren) and Gambel oak {Quercus gambelii
Nutt.; Houghton et al., 1975). The climate of the study area, as described by Houghton et
al. (1975), is characteristic of a subhumid continental climate with cold winters and
moderate precipitation. The region typically experiences subfreezing temperatures in the
higher elevations. Prevailing westerlies provide much of the moisture for the region.
Most precipitation comes from Pacific storms. Great Basin lows, or convective rainfall
during the summer monsoons. Pacific storms typically produce precipitation in the winter
months from December through February. Great Basin lows produce precipitation over
most of Nevada from April to June, and summer monsoons produce thunderstorms that
bring the maximum rainfall to southeast Nevada during July and August. In the Spring
Mountains, clay formation likely is greater during the summer monsoon season due to
higher temperature and precipitation (Jenny, 1994) than during other times of the year.

Vegetation
Vegetation at the pedons o f the Charkiln series ranges from a singleleaf pinyon pine
{Finns monophylla Torr. & Frém.), Utah juniper [Juniperus osteosperma (Torr.)], and
Gambel oak {Quercus gambelii Nutt.) association, with mountain big sagebrush
[Artemisia tridentata Nutt. ssp. vaseyana (Rydb.) Beetle], and prickly pear cactus
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(Opuntia P. Mill.) in association (Figure 3; NRCS, 2006b; 2006d). Vegetation at the
pedon o f the Troughspring series, a nearby soil, contains singleleaf pinyon pine (Pinus
monophylla Torr. & Frém.) with the following in association: curl-leaf mountain
mahogany (Cercocarpus ledifolius Nutt. var. intermontanus N. Holmgren), Utah
servieeberry (Amelanchier utahensis Koehne), Gambel oak (Quercus gambelii Nutt.),
and (yellow) silktassle (Garrya Dougl. Ex Lindl.) (Figure 4; NRCS, 2006b; 2006d).

10
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Figure 3. Vegetation at the C2 pedon, Charkiln series, Spring
Mountains, Clark County, Nevada. Photograph taken by Doug
Merkler, NRCS, 2004.
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Figure 4. Vegetation at the Ts pedon, Troughspring series. Spring
Mountains, Clark County, Nevada. Photograph taken by Doug Merkler,
NRCS, 2004.

12
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CHAPTER 2

METHODOLOGY
To derive the geomorphic history of the study area, aerial photograph stereoscopic
pairs were viewed three dimensionally using stereoscopic glasses. The aerial
photographs, from the U.S. Department of Agriculture, are color photographs at an
approximate scale o f 1:44,568 and were taken on September 7, 2003. Geomorphic units
were mapped on Mylar overlain on the aerial photographs. The map units were
transferred into ArcGIS 9 ArcMap using a U. S. Geological Survey, 1-meter resolution,
digital orthophotograph quadrangle of the study area as the base layer.
Soil samples from three pedons of the Charkiln series (C l, C2, and C3) and from one
pedon of the Troughspring series (Ts) were examined in this study. Soils were sampled
and described by the Natural Resources Conservation Service and the University of
Nevada, Las Vegas (UNLV) during a soil survey of the Clark County area (NRCS,
2006d) in the summer of 2004, using methods discussed in the “Field Book for
Describing and Sampling Soils” by Schoeneberger et al. (2002). Data collected from the
soil pits included soil texture, structure, color, horizon depths, thickness, rooting depth,
pores, percent rock fragments and composition, salt content, chemical properties (pH,
percent CaCOs, effervescence), clay films, type of boundaries, and field observed
macrostructures. Pedon locations and the elevation of each soil pit were recorded using a
Global Positioning System (GPS). Slope and aspect of the landscape were determined via

13
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a clinometer and compass. Approximately 4 kg of soil sample were collected from each
horizon and stored in plastic storage bags. Samples from the C2 and Ts pedons were
analyzed by the NRCS Soil Laboratory in Lincoln, Nebraska and published as part of a
soil survey of Clark County area, Nevada; pedons C2 and Ts are the type locations for the
study area (NRCS, 2006d). Samples from the two remaining pedons, Cl and C3, were
analyzed at the UNLV Soil Laboratory, unless otherwise noted. Sub-samples of the C2
and Ts pedons also were analyzed at UNLV as a crosscheck of laboratory procedures.
Percent sand, silt, and clay were obtained using the hydrometer method described by
Gee and Bauder (1986). Silt-to-clay ratios were calculated by dividing the percent silt by
the percent clay. Moisture content and pH measurements were completed in the UNLV
Soil Laboratory following methods described by Burt (2004). Soil pH was estimated in a
0.01 M CaCli solution (Burt, 2004). Samples for phosphorous analysis were prepared in
the UNLV Soil Laboratory following the Olsen sodium bicarbonate extraction method
(Burt, 2004). A Thermo Spectronic Helios Gamma spectrophotometer, in the UNLV
Biology Department, was used to measure the phosphorus concentration of each sample
mixture. Samples were prepared for base-cation analysis using a mechanical vacuum
extractor and the ammonium-acetate method as described by Burt (2004). The samples
were analyzed using a Perkin Elmer AAnalyst 400 atomic absorption spectrometer. For
cation exchange capacity (CEC), air-dried soil samples were sent to the NRCS Soil
Laboratory in Lincoln, Nebraska and processed using the ammonium-acetate method as
described by Burt (2004). Carbon and nitrogen were measured using an Exeter CHN
analyzer by the UNLV Chemistry Department.

14
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Mineralogy
Relative amounts o f minerals were identified using x-ray diffraction (XRD)
according to methods described by Thurman et al. (1994) and Burt (2004). Slides were
analyzed on a PANalytical X’Pert PRO X-ray diffractometer in the UNLV XRF/XRD
Laboratory using the following settings: 40 kV, 30 mA, from 3 to 30 degrees, 20, with a
step size of 0.0167, time per step was 25 seconds, scan speed of 0.086, with Va degree
divergence slit and

degree anti-scatter slit.

Dithionite-citrate extraction was used on the <2mm fraction of all genetic horizons to
determine the pedogenically active free iron oxide, and thus the degree of weathering
attributed to pedogenic iron in the soil (Burt, 2004; Weisenbom and Schaetzl, 2005).
Dithionite-citrate (CD) iron to acid ammonium oxalate (AAO) iron ratios provide an
estimate of the relative age o f the soils. Younger soils have less free iron oxides (Shaw et
al., 2003; Burt, 2004, p. 304; Weisenbom and Schaetzl, 2005). The soil samples were
analyzed using the CD extraction method described by Burt (2004). The sample extracts
and calibration standards for Fe and Mn were analyzed using a Perkin Elmer AAnalyst
400 atomic absorption spectrometer.
Thin sections were made from clods collected from the Cl and Ts pedons, and rock
fragments from the Cl and C3 pedons representative of each B horizon, using methods
described by Burt (2004). A staple was placed on the top of each clod to indicate
orientation, the clods were wrapped in netting and dipped in Saran to coat the clods and
prevent them from breaking apart. The Saran-coated clods were shipped to Spectrum
Petrographies, Inc., in Vancouver, Washington where they made thin sections from the
clods. Thin sections o f rock fragments were made in the UNLV Rock Laboratory. A
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pétrographie mieroscope was used for mineral identification on all of the thin sections, to
search for evidence o f elay illuviation, and for point counts on the rock-fragment thin
seetions. Thin-section analysis was done based on methods described by Cady et al.
(1986) and Brewer (1976). Clays indicative of translocation were identified as distinet,
brownish linings along pores (channel argillans) and grains (grain argillans). A JEOL
scanning electron microscope (SEM), model JSM-5610 located in the UNLV Electron
Microanalysis & Imaging Laboratory, was used to cross check mineral identification. The
NRCS made thin sections of the sand-silt mineralogy (2.0-0.002 mm) from the Btl
horizon of the C2 pedon, and conducted optical grain counts of mineralogy.
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CHAPTER 3

RESULTS
Geomorphic analysis
Geomorphic units throughout the study area consist of fans (NRCS, 2006d), inactive
and active washes, and bedrock (Figure 5). Due to the scale at which the geomorphology
was mapped (approximately 1:44,568), only limited units are shown. These units include
fan, fan apron, and active wash. For this study, the geomorphic unit fan includes fan
remnants and inset fans (NRCS, 2006d) which have been combined for simplicity. The
geomorphic unit fan represents those landforms that consist of alluvium and sediment
that have filled intramontane basins, and includes fans that are relict to currently forming
(Peterson, 1981). Fans occur throughout the study area, and soils of the Charkiln and
Troughspring series formed on fan remnants (NRCS, 2006b; 2006d). The geomorphic
imit fan apron is a component landform of a fan (Peterson, 1981), but for this study it has
been excluded from the unit fan because of its distinct characteristics within the study
area. The fan apron consists of alluvium derived from gullies and inset fans upslope of
the fan apron (Peterson, 1981). In the study area, the unit fan apron is older than the
active washes and younger than the fans, exhibits remnants of bar and channel
topography, and topographically is situated above, below, and adjacent to active washes
(Doug Merkler, NRCS, written commun., 2006). Active washes are incised into their
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associated tloodplains, consist of modem alluvium, void of vegetation (Peterson, 1981),
and have distinct bar and channel topography.

■ -.f'- '
"Bearoek % ^

Lagend
•

Soil sites
Road
Active wash
Fan apron
Fan

Figure 5. Geomorphic map of the northern Spring Mountains, Clark County,
Nevada. Base layer is a U.S. Geological Survey 1-meter resolution, digital
orthophotograph quadrangle of the study area.
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Physical analyses
Soils o f the Charkiln series are fine-loamy, mixed, superactive, mesic, Aridic
Argiustolls, and soils of the Troughspring series are loamy-skeletal, carbonatic, mesic,
Petrocalcic Paleustolls (NRCS, 2006b; 2006d). Both soil series contain mollic epipedons,
soils of the Charkiln series contain argillic horizons (Bt; Figure 6; Tables 1-4), and soils
o f the Troughspring series contain calcic (Btk, B kl) and petrocalcic (2Bk2 and 2Bkm)
horizons (Figure 7). In general, color moist and dry hues in the soils o f the Charkiln
series range from lOYR in the upper O, A, and AB horizons, to 7.5YR hues in the Bt
horizons. The Bt3 horizons in the Cl and C2 pedons, and all of the horizons in the Ts
pedon have a moist and dry color in the lOYR hue. Texture classes in the soils of the
Charkiln series ranged from fine-sandy to sandy loams in the O, A, and AB horizons, to
loams, sandy-clay loams, and clay loams in the Bt horizons. Texture in the Ts pedon
consisted o f silt loams. Structure of the Oi and A horizons of all four soils ranged from
single grain to platy or subangular blocky. B horizons were angular to subangular blocky,
and the deepest B horizons in the soils of the Charkiln and Troughspring series were
massive. Consistence of the soils increased with depth as did moisture content which
affects consistency (Schoeneberger et al., 2002). Roots were present in all A and B
horizons in the soils of the Charkiln and Troughspring series except in the 2Bk2 and
2Bkm horizons in the Ts pedon. Roots and pores ranged from few to many. Roots were
very fine to coarse in size, and pores were very fine to medium in size. Pores were
tubular to interstitial. Soils of the Charkiln series were noneffervescent, whereas all of the
B horizons in the Ts pedon ranged from strongly to violently effervescent due to the
presence o f calcium carbonate.
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Figure 6. The C2 pedon soil pit, Charkiln series, Spring Mountains, Clark
County, Nevada (Photograph taken by Doug Merkler, NRCS, 2004).
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Figure 7. The Ts pedon soil pit, Troughspring series. Spring Mountains, Clark
County, Nevada (Photograph taken by Doug Merkler, NRCS, 2004).
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Sand (0.05-2.0 mm) was the dominant particle size in each o f the three pedons of the
Charkiln series (C l, C2, and C3), followed by silt (0.002-0.05 mm), and clay (Tables 13). Although sand was dominant, net decreases in sand occurred with depth in all three
soils (the term “net” is used here to indicate an increase or decrease occurred from the top
most horizon to the bottom most horizon regardless of what changes occurred in
between, that is, after all the changes the net result was an increase/decrease). Net
increases in clay with depth also occurred in all three soils. In the C l pedon sand was
highest in the A horizon at 74.8% (Table 1). Net increases in both silt and clay occurred
with depth in the Cl pedon. Silt was highest in the Bt3 horizon at 31.0%, whereas clay
was highest in the Bt2 horizon at 21.6%. In the C2 pedon, sand was highest in the A and
ABt horizons at 56.7%, whereas silt was lowest in the ABt horizon and clay was lowest
in the A horizon. Silt and clay were highest in the Bt2 (35.1%) and Bt3 (22.8%) horizons,
respectively (Table 2; Soil Survey Staff, 2006). In the C3 pedon, sand was highest in the
A1 horizon at 66.7%, silt was highest in the A2 horizon at 30.4%, and clay was highest in
the Btl horizon at 35.2% (Table 3). Silt-to-clay ratios in the soils of the Charkiln series
showed net decreases with depth in all three pedons.
Silt was the dominant particle size in the soil of the Troughspring series, with about
an even distribution of both sand and clay (Table 4; Soil Survey Staff, 2006). Silt was
highest in the 2Bk2 horizon at 54.8%, sand was highest in the 2Bkm horizon at 28.6%,
and clay was highest in the Btk horizon at 25.7%. Silt to clay ratios in the Ts pedon
indicated a net increase with depth.
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Table 1. Soil characteristics of the Cl pedon, Charkiln series. Spring Mountains,
Nevada. Data from Doug Merkler, NRCS, written commun., (2006), unless
otherwise noted.
Silt'

Sand'

C lay'

USDA
texture
class'

D epth
(cm )

C olor
m o ist

C olor
dry

10Y R 2/2
1 0 Y R 3 /2

1 0 Y R 3 /2
1 0 Y R 4 /3

——

——

A

0-3
3 -1 2

7 4 .8

20.2

5 .0

AB

12-24

lO Y R 3 /2

1 0 Y R 4 /3

6 7 .7

2 4 .7

7 .6

B tl
Bt2

2 4 -3 6
3 6 -1 1 8

7 .5 Y R 3/3
7 .5 Y R 3/4

7.5 Y R 5/3
7.5Y R 4 /4

5 1 .6
5 1 .0

3 0 .6
2 7 .4

21.6

loam
sandy
clay loam

Bt3

11 8 -1 6 6

1 0 Y R 4 /4

lOYR 5/4

4 9 .7

3 1 .0

19.3

loam

R oots

Pores

Boun
dary

Effer
vescen ce

--

—-

AW

——

Horizon
Oi

--------------

——

%---------------------

17.8

sandy
loam
sandy
loam

C on sisten ce

Oi

Structure

D ry/
m oist

Stickiness/
plasticity

sbk, 2 ,f-m^

s/v ff

so/p o

A

p l, 2 ,m

s/vfr

so/p o

3 v f- f

NE

sbk,3,m
abk,3,f-m

sh/fr
v h /efi

ss/sp
vs/p

l c , 2 f-m
3 m -c ,2 f-v f

2 v f,i,lv f ,v
2 v f,i,lv f,t
lv f ,i, 2 m -

CS

AB
B tl

CW
CW

NE
NE

Bt2

ab k ,3,m -co

vh /efi

s/p

2 m ,lf-c

f.t
lv f-f,t

CW

NE

Bt3

m

m h/fi

s/p

If-m

2 v f ,i,lf,t

—

NE

Sand fraction' %

CEC

V ery
coarse

cm o l(+ )
C oarse

M edium

Fine

V ery fin e

Oi

——

——

——

——

——

A

1.8
2.2

2.7

2 .7

4 .5

10.4

9 .7

7.2

AB

3 .4

3.6

5.1

9 .6

10.9

7 .4

B tl

1.4

2.3

3.1

5 .0

9 .8

14.1

7 .6

Bt2

1.3

2.1

2 .7

4 .4

8.5

13.0

6 .4

Bt3

3 .4

3 .6

3 .0

3.5

6 .7

13.8

7 .2

%C^

%N^

( m g k g - 1)

C lay film s

3 .0 3

0 .1 4

——

——

kg-'

P'
Oi
A

1.86

0 .1 8

2 7 .6 8

AB

0 .8 9

0 .0 3

2 2 .1 9

B tl

0 .8 7

m ,d ,7 .5 Y R 5 /6 ,b rf,p f

0 .4 3

0.02
0.01

27.31

Bt2

14.65

m ,d ,7 .5 Y R 5 /6 ,c lf b r f a p f

Bt3

0 .2 5

0 .0 5

13.58

f,f,1 0 Y R 4 /6 ,c lf,m a t

—

f,f,c lf,p f

’ - A nalyzed in the U n iv ersity o f N ev ad a Las V eg a s (U N L V ) S o il Laboratory
S ee Schoeneberger et al. (2 0 0 2 ) for abbreviation definitions
- A nalyzed at the U N L V C hem istry Department
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PH'

Table 2. Soil characteristics of the C2 pedon, Charkiln series. Spring Mountains,
Nevada.
Sand

C lay

Silt

USDA
texture
cla ss

D epth
(cm )

C olor m oist

C olor
dry

Oi

0-3

lO YR 3/2

lO YR 3 /2

—

—

—

——

A

3-13

lO YR 3 /2

1 0 Y R 4 /3

5 6 .7

3 4 .8

8.5

ABt

13-23

1 0 Y R 4 /2

1 0 Y R 4 /3

5 6 .7

29.5

13.8

fine
sandy
loam
fine
sandy
loam

Horizon

--------------

%---------------------------

B tl

2 3 -3 6

7 .5 Y R 3/3

7 .5 Y R 5/3

4 7 .3

31 .4

2 1 .3

loam

B t2

3 6 -1 1 7

7 .5 Y R 3 /4

7 .5 Y R 4 /4

4 2 .4

35.1

2 2 .5

loam

Bt3

1 17-165

1 0 Y R 4 /4

lO YR 5/4

4 3 .9

33.3

22.8

loam

Stickiness/
plasticity

R oots

Pores

B ou n 
dary

E ffer
v esc e n c e

C on sisten ce
Structure

D ry/
m oist

Oi

sbk, 2 ,f-m ’

s/v ff

so/p o

——

——

AW

NE

A

p l, 2 ,m

s/v ff

so /p o

3 v f- f

2 v f,t,3 v f,i

CS

NE

ABt
B tl

sbk,3,m
abk,3,f-m

sh /ff
vh/efi

ss/p s
s/p

2 f,m ,3 co
3 v f-co

2 v f,t,3 v f,i

CW
CW

NE

B t2

abk,3,m co

vh /efi

s/p

2 f,co ,3 m

2 vf-f,t

CW

NE

Bt3

m

m h/fi

s/p

2 f,m

2 f,t,3 v f,i

- -

NE

3f,m ,t,
2v f i

Sand fraction %

NE

CEC
cm o l(+ )

V ery
coarse

C oarse

M edium

Fine

V ery fine

Oi

—

—

—

—

—

A

4 .6

9.6

9.1

12.7

2 0 .7

ABt

4 .7

8.1

9.4

14.8

B tl

2.6

6.3

8.7

11.5

B t2

2 .9

5.8

7.6

Bt3

3 .2

11.1

7.8

12.0
8.2

%C

%N

C lay film s

Oi

17.10

0 .6 5 4

- -

A

1.64

0.100

ABt

1.01

0.083

B tl

0 .6 9

0.081

B t2

0 .3 2

0 .0 5 7

5 /6 ,c lf,b rf,p f

Bt3

0 .3 0

0 .0 5 0

v f,f,1 0 Y R 4 /6,clf,rf,m at

kg-'

pH
6 .4

11.3

7.8

19.7

11.8

18.2

14.4

14.1

13.6

13.6

13.7

8.2
8.2
8.2
8.2

—

v f,f,c lf,p f
c,d ,7 .5 Y R
5 /6 ,c lf b r f a p f
m ,d ,7 .5 Y R

*- S ee S choeneberger et al. (2 0 0 2 ) for abbreviation d efinitions
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Table 3. Soil characteristics of the C3 pedon, Charkiln series. Spring Mountains,
Nevada. Data from Doug Merkler, NRCS, written commun., (2006), unless
otherwise noted.
Sand'

Silt'
______ %____

C lay'

lO Y R 5/2

66 .7

2 6 .9

6 .4

lO Y R 3 /2

lO YR 5/2

54 .4

30.4

15.2

12-50

7 .5 Y R 4 /4

7 .5 Y R 4 /4

44.1

2 0 .7

3 5 .2

5 0 -1 1 0

7 .5 Y R 4 /6

7 .5 Y R 4 /6

6 1 .6

17.9

2 0 .5

Boun
dary
CS

H orizon

D epth
(cm )

C olor m oist

C olor dry

A1

0-3

lO Y R 3 /2

A2

3 -1 2

B tl
Bt2

U SDA
texture
cla ss'
sandy
loam
sandy
loam
cla y
loam
sandy
cla y
loam

C on sisten ce
Structure

D ry/
m o ist

S tick in ess/
p lasticity

R oots

sg^

1/1

so/p o

—

Pores
—

A2

pl,3,th

sh/vfr

ss/sp

2v f

3 v flfi

CW

NE

B tl

abk,3,m co
m

m h/fi

s/p

3 fm

1f,m ,t

OS

NE

h/fi

s/p

2 f,m

lf,m ,t

—

NE

A1

Bt2

Sand fraction %

CEC
cm ol(4-)

V ery
coarse
Al

4 .9

A2

3.3

C oarse

E ffer
v escen ce
NE

M edium

Fine

V ery fin e

5.5

5.0

6.8

kg'
10.5

pH

6.4

3 .8

3 .7

5.1

7.2

13.4

7 .7

7.2

B tl

2.2

3 .6

3.3

4.3

4 .8

20.0

6.3

Bt2

3 .5

5 .4

5.2

5.1

3 .9

14.1

6.1

%N"

P '( m g k g ')

C lay film s

Al

1.89

0 .1 6

21.51

—

A2

1.23

0 .0 6

5 .2 7

—

B tl

0 .8 7

m ,d ,7 .5 Y R 5 /6 ,c lf,b r f,p f

0.23

0.11
0.01

1.31

Bt2

0 .3 9

m ,d ,7 .5 Y R 4 /6 ,clf,b rf,a p f

' - A nalyzed in the U n iversity o f N ev a d a Las V eg a s (U N L V ) S o il Laboratory
S ee Schoeneberger et al. (2 0 0 2 ) for abbreviation definitions
A nalyzed at the U N L V C hem istry Departm ent
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Table 4. Soil characteristics of the Ts pedon, Troughspring series. Spring
Mountains, Nevada. Data from NRCS (2006b; 2006d); Soil Survey Staff (2006)
unless otherwise noted.
Sand
H orizon

D epth
(cm )

C olor m oist

C olor
dry

Silt
---------------------

C lay

%--------------

USDA
texture
class

Oi

0 -5

1 0 Y R 2 /1

lO YR 3/2

—

—

—

—

A

5-2 3

lO YR 3 /2

1 0 Y R 4 /2

2 6 .6

4 9 .8

2 3 .6

silt loam

Btk

2 3 -3 6

1 0 Y R 4 /3

1 0 Y R 5 /3

2 3 .8

50.5

2 5 .7

silt loam

Bkl

36-61

1 0 Y R 4 /3

1 0 Y R 6 /3

2 3 .3

52.5

2 4 .2

silt loam

2B k 2

6 1 -7 4

lO YR 3/2

1 0 Y R 8 /2

2 1 .7

54.8

2 3 .5

silt loam

2B km

7 4 -1 6 0

lO YR 3/2

1 0 Y R 8 /2

2 8 .6

50.3

21.1

—

R oots

Pores

B ou n 
dary

C on sisten ce
Structure

D ry/
m oist

S tickiness/
p lasticity

Oi

—

vs/vfr'

so/po

—

CS

—

A

sbk,3,m

m h/fr

ss/ps

2 v f- f

2 f,t, 2 vf-

CW

NE

Btk
Bkl

abk,3,m
sbk, 2 ,m co

m h/fr
m h/fr

s/p
s/p

2 v f-co
2 v f-

2 vf-f,i,t
2 v f,i, 2 f,t

CW
CW

VE

2B k2

sb k ,l,m

h/vfi

b

—

—

A1

VE

2B km

m

eh /efi

b

—

—

—

VE

—

Effer
v esc e n c e

f i
ST

f,c o

Sand fraction %

CEC

V ery
coarse

c m o l(+ )
C oarse

M edium

Fine

V ery fine

Oi

——

——

——

——

——

A

3 .2

3.1

2.6

kg"

pH
——

4 .3

13.4

2 7 .5

7 .6

8.0

Btk

3 .2

3 .8

3.2

3 .6

3 .9

4 .5

3.8

4 .5

10.0
6.6

2 5 .7

Bkl

19.7

7 .9

2B k2

2.8

4 .6

4.2

4 .6

5.5

15.9

2B km

5.3

6 .9

6.1

5.8

4.5

9 .6

8.0
8.1

%C

%N

P^ (m g k g ')

Oi

3 8 .8 6

1.671

C lay film s
-

A

3 .0 8

0.171

69.71

Btk

3 .6 8

0 .1 4 4

3 8 .1 6

-

v f f lO Y R 4 /4 (m ),c lf,a p f

Bkl

6 .7 5

0.191

8.02

-

2B k2

8 .8 2

0 .1 1 7

3.41

-

2B km

10.27

0 .0 8 3

—

- -

S ee S choeneberger et al. (2 0 0 2 ) for abbreviation definitions
^ - A nalyzed in the U n iversity o f N evad a Las V eg a s S o il Laboratory
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Net increases in moisture content with depth were measured in all three soils of the
Charkiln series and in the soil of the Troughspring series (Tables 1-4). The pH o f the four
soils ranged from slight acidity to moderate alkalinity (Brady and Weil, 2002) with pedon
C3 having the lowest pH (6.1) in the Bt2 horizon. Pedon C2 had the highest pH (8.2) in
the ABt, B tl, Bt2, and Bt3 horizons (Soil Survey Staff, 2006).
Rock fragments from the B tl, Bt2, and Bt3 horizons of the Cl pedon, and the Btl
and Bt2 horizons of the C3 pedon were described in hand sample for internal and
external weathering characteristics (rinds, fractures, and plucking). Rock fragments
consisted predominantly of quartzite. The Cl pedon had very few rock fragments, and
had the smallest rock fragments (up to 1 16 cm by 1 cm in size). Rock fragments from the
Btl and Bt2 horizons were angular, whereas fragments in the Bt3 horizon were angular to
subangular. Patchy to continuous, brown (7.5YR 5/3-7.5YR 5/4), exterior staining was
common on fragments in the Btl and Bt2 horizons, but only patchy, reddish-yellow
exterior staining (7.5YR 6/6) was present in the Bt3 horizon. The exterior staining on a
rock fragment from the Bt2 horizon was analyzed using the scanning electron microscope
(SEM). Results of the SEM analysis indicated the presence of silica (70%), aluminum
(20%), iron (5%), potassium (4%), and calcium (1%). In all three horizons, external
fractures were not evident in hand samples, and no evidence of plucked grains could be
seen as the grain sizes of the fragments were too small to see with the unaided eye.
However, a rock fragment from the Bt2 horizon contained a 0.5 cm by 0.4 cm indentation
with white secondary aluminum and calcium silicate coating, as determined from SEM
analysis (silica 62%; aluminum 16%; calcium 15%; iron 5%; and potassium 2%). A
cavity 1 cm by 1 cm in size and lined with strong brown stain (7.5YR 5/6) was found
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along a freshly cut surface in one of the rock fragments from the Bt3 horizon. Rocks had
smooth exteriors and most lacked rinds, however, a rock fragment from the Btl horizon
had a very thin rind with a stain that extended 1.5 cm into the rock.
Rock fragments in the C3 pedon had patchy to continuous, brown to reddish-yellow
(7.5YR 5/4-7.5YR 6/6) exterior staining. The fragments were mostly angular with very
few subangular clasts. No rinds were present on these fragments, however there was an
occasional fracture. Fractures were easily identified only if the rocks were previously cut
open or on surfaces that did not have staining. Some fractures were filled with stain.
Evidence o f a few plucked quartz grains were visible and the voids already were filled
with stain, however, grain sizes of most of the rock fragments in the C3 pedon were too
small to see with the imaided eye. Most of the fragments have smooth exteriors, with a
few having rough, mottled exteriors. The C3 pedon had the largest rock fragments
overall. Rock fragments in the Btl horizon ranged in size up to 4 cm by 2.5 cm. The Bt2
horizon had the largest rock fragments of the two pedons. The two largest rock fragments
were 5 cm by 1 16 cm, and 3 cm by 2 cm in size.

Thin sections
Thin sections provide a method of observing soil constituents in their natural,
imdisturbed state (Cady et al., 1986). The purpose of thin-section examination in this
study was to search for evidence of illuvial clay (Southard and Southard, 1985), and
general mineral identification and condition (Cady et al., 1986). Argillans along grains
and voids indicate translocation of clay, whereas the lack of argillans indicates clay
formed in situ (Bilzi and Ciolkosz, 1977; Southard and Southard, 1985 Ciolkosz et al.,
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1995). Differences in argillan characteristics, such as color, can indicate that they formed
in separate climates (Catt, 1989). Thin-section analysis of minerals can aid in
determining source o f parent material, the presence of lithologie discontinuities, and
degree o f weathering in the soil (Cady et al., 1986).
Thin sections were made from clods collected from the A l, AB, B tl, Bt2, and Bt3
horizons from the Cl pedon, and the A, Btk, Bkl, 2Bk2, and 2Bkm horizons from the Ts
pedon by Spectrum Petrographies, Inc., Vancouver, Washington. In general, the
mineralogy in the A l, AB, B tl, and Bt2 horizons from the Cl pedon, consisted
predominantly of fine- to coarse-grained quartz, with lesser amounts of quartzite
fragments, feldspar, garnet, chlorite or epidote, chert, biotite, muscovite, opaques, shale,
organic material, a yellow to amber mineral that may be garnet or microcrystalline quartz
stained with iron oxide, a red mineral that could be garnet or iron-oxide stained quartz,
and iron-oxide staining between grains (Figures A.1-A.6). The AB horizon, however, did
not have shale. The type of garnet found in the soils of the study area likely is almandine,
the iron-rich end member of the garnet series based on SEM analysis (Graham et al.,
1989a; Klein and Hurlbut, 1993). The Btl and Bt2 horizons had microcline grains
showing tartan twinning. The microcline grains were fresh, that is, the outlines of the
grains were prominent (Figure A.3). The Bt3 horizon contained predominantly fine- to
coarse-grained quartz, with lesser amounts of quartzite fragments, feldspar, chlorite or
epidote, chert, biotite, opaques, a red mineral that could be garnet or iron-oxide stained
quartz, and iron-oxide staining between grains. The sample from the A horizon has
several impurities that could be a source for clays (Figure A. 1). In all of the horizons,
argillans were nonexistent to continuous on all sides o f grains. About two-thirds of all
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grains, most o f which were quartz, were coated with argillans (Figures A.1-A.2). Clay
filled or coated a few voids in all horizons. Clay filled some fractures in all but the Bt3
horizon (Figure A.6). Argillans were most common in the A and AB horizons, and
started decreasing in the Btl horizon and below. Clays in the B tl, Bt2, and Bt3 horizons
are infilling between grains or growing out from grains rather than coating the grains.
While most minerals were grain supported, a matrix of microcrystalline quartz and clay
was beginning to form around grains in some areas. Minerals were grain supported in the
A and AB horizons (Figures A.1-A.2), whereas they were matrix supported in the B tl,
Bt2, and Bt3 horizons (Figures A.3-A.6). The amount of matrix around grains increased
with depth.
Thin sections made by the NRCS for the Btl horizon from the C2 pedon indicate the
presence o f oriented clays on sand grains, a relict clay film, and possibly a channel
argillan (Figures A.7-A.9). The oriented clays appear to be pressure faces rather than
argillans, they extend outward from the grains, and occur in the matrix around the grains
(Rebecca Burt, NRCS, written commun., 2006).
Thin sections made from clods collected from the Ts pedon indicate the presence of
the following minerals. The A horizon predominantly consists of fine- to coarse-grained
quartz, with lesser amoimts of calcite, feldspar, biotite, muscovite, epidote or chlorite,
opaques, organic material, an amber-colored mineral that may be garnet or
microcrystalline quartz stained with iron oxide, a red mineral that could be garnet or ironoxide stained quartz, and a matrix consisting of calcite with quartz grains (Figure A. 10).
The Btk and Bkl horizons mostly contain quartz with lesser amoimts of feldspar, calcite,
biotite, muscovite, epidote or chlorite, opaques, chert, fossil remnants of mollusks and
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coral, organic material, iron oxide stain, and a matrix consisting of calcite cement
(Figures A.l 1-A.12). The 2Bk2 and 2Bkm horizons predominantly consist of calcite with
lesser amounts of quartz, biotite, opaques, organic material, a reddish-brown mineral that
could be garnet or iron-oxide stained quartz, and fossil remnants of mollusks and coral
(Figures A.13-A.14). The 2Bkm horizon also contained chert and an amber-colored
mineral that may be garnet or microcrystalline quartz stained with iron oxide. The Bkl
horizon marks the point at which calcite starts breaking apart grains as shown in thin
section (Figure A. 12). The 2Bk2 and 2Bkm horizons exhibited the best example of
calcite consuming other minerals; quartzite grains are being broken and pushed apart by
the calcite and grains are matrix supported by calcite cement (Gile et al., 1965; Rebels,
1988). Argillans are nonexistent to continuous on grains in the A and Btk horizons, and
nonexistent to partial in the Bkl horizon. The argillans are mostly on quartz grains and a
few opaques and voids (Figure A. 10). No argillans were evident in the 2Bk2 and 2Bkm
horizons. A clay matrix surrounds the grains in the A and Btk horizons, whereas a calcite
cement is present in the B kl, 2Bk2, and 2Bkm horizons.
Rock Fragments
Thin sections of rock fragments from the B tl, Bt2, and Bt3 horizons of the Cl pedon,
and the Btl and Bt2 horizons from the C3 pedon were analyzed for mineral content, and
point coimts were done on rock fragments to quantify mineralogy. The dominant rock
fragment type from all horizons in the C 1 and C3 pedons was quartzite. Point count data
for the soils indicate that quartz is the dominant mineral in the soils of the Charkiln
series, and quartz and calcite are dominant minerals in the soil of the Troughspring series
(Table 5; Soil Survey Staff, 2006).
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Six rock fragments from the Btl horizon of the Cl pedon underwent mineralogical
analysis. Two o f the rock fragments contained grains too small to point count, and
another rock fragment was too fractured to point count accurately. O f the three remaining
rock fragments, grain sizes were very fine to very coarse sand (Udden, 1898; Wentworth,
1922), and were angular to rounded. The mineralogy was predominantly quartz (61-89%)
with lesser amoimts of garnet (<11%), feldspar (<3%), chlorite or epidote (<3%),
muscovite (<1%), opaques (<1%), chert (<1%), biotite (trace), (some minerals were not
detected in point counts, but were identified during pétrographie microscope analysis and
are listed as being present in trace amounts) and an unidentified yellowish-gold mineral
that could be garnet, epidote, or microcrystalline quartz stained with iron oxide (<7%),
and an occasional chert matrix (<18%; Table 5; Figures A.15-A.17). All of the rock
fragments have a brown iron-oxide staining (7.5YR 4/3) around the fragment that is
visible on the thin section with the unaided eye, and an iron-oxide coating around edges
of grains and on some fractures that is visible microscopically (Munsell colors were
obtained where possible such as the outside of rock fragments, but not for the iron stain
that was visible microscopically. A Munsell color was obtained for one iron-oxide rind
visible in thin section, which is actually the outside of the rock fragment, but it was
difficult to see with the unaided eye and therefore is an estimate). The iron-oxide stain is
believed to be due to ferri-argillans around the edges of the grains. The stain ranged from
a patchy coating on and around some grains to a continuous coating throughout the rocks.
Minerals ranged from grain supported to matrix supported. Fracturing is nonexistent to
continuous throughout the rock fragments.
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Three rock fragments from the Bt2 horizon in the Cl pedon consisted of quartzite.
All samples were matrix supported and mostly contained grains too small to be point
counted. The remaining visible grains were as large as fine sand (Udden, 1898;
Wentworth, 1922), and were angular to rounded. Grain composition consisted o f quartz
with lesser amounts of chert, muscovite, opaques, garnet, a chert matrix, and an ironoxide stain (Table 5; Figure A. 18). The iron-oxide stain ranged from patchy to
continuous throughout the rocks. One rock fragment contained a fossil remnant of a
brachiopod and iron-oxide stain (Figure A. 19).
Seven rock fragments from the Bt3 horizon in the Cl pedon were analyzed; two
contained grain sizes too small for point counts. For the remaining fragments, grain sizes
ranged from very fine to medium sand (Udden, 1898; Wentworth, 1922), and were
angular to rounded. The composition consisted mostly of quartz (77-89%) with lesser
amounts o f chert (<23%), garnet (<3%), feldspar (<2%), opaques (<2%), chlorite or
epidote (<2%), muscovite (<1%), calcite (<1%), and an iron-oxide stain (Table 5; Figure
A.20). Minerals ranged from grain supported to matrix supported. In the matrixsupported rocks, the matrix consisted of chert or amorphous silica (<6%). Some rock
fragments were fractured with minimal to prominent iron-oxide stain along the fractures.
Other rocks contained iron-oxide stain along a few grain boundaries or on an occasional
void; grain-supported rocks had little iron-oxide stain (Figure A.2I).
Three rock fragments from the Btl horizon in the C3 pedon were analyzed for
mineralogy (Figures A.22-A.24). The composition of the rocks consisted mostly of quartz
(85%) with lesser amounts of chert (11%), garnet (1%), muscovite (1%), feldspar (1%),
opaques (<1%), and an iron-oxide staining around some grains and fractures. The stain
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Table 5. Thin-section point count data for the Charkiln and Troughspring series pedons. Spring Mountains,
Nevada (continued).
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ranged from patchy to continuous throughout the rocks, and minerals were mostly grain
supported. Two o f the rocks were fractured throughout, and some fractures were filled
with quartz.
Rock fragments from the Bt2 horizon in the C3 pedon consisted of quartzite. Grain
sizes ranged from very fine sand to gravel (Udden, 1898; Wentworth, 1922), angular to
well rounded, and grain supported to matrix-supported (Figures A.25-A.29). In general,
mineral composition of the rock fragments was predominantly quartz (71-91%) with
lesser amounts of gamet (<8%), chert (<6%), feldspar (<3%), muscovite (<1%), biotite
(<1%), chlorite or epidote (trace), opaques (trace), a clay-rich, quartz or amorphous silica
matrix (<19%), and an iron-oxide staining. The iron-oxide stain was found along the
edges of grains and in voids, and ranged from patchy to continuous throughout the rocks.
Some grains were fractured and one rock contained quartz veins occurring at 90-degree
angles (Figure A.26).
Grain count o f the sand-silt mineralogy from the Btl and Bt2 horizons of the C2
pedon indicate quartz content ranged from 54% to 55% with lesser amounts of feldspar
(<25%), biotite (<7%), muscovite (4%), opaques (3%), chert (3%), hornblende (3%), and
pyroxene (2%). Gamet, weatherable aggregates, beryl, iron oxides (goethite), plagioclase
feldspar, glass, monazite, tourmaline, zircon, rutile, and calcite were present in trace
amounts in the C2 pedon (Table 5; Soil Survey Staff, 2006). Mineral analysis of the Btk
and Bkm horizons from the soil of the Troughspring series indicates quartz (36-46%) and
calcite (13-39%) were the dominant minerals with lesser amounts of feldspar (<22%),
carbonate aggregates (<6%), chert (<4%), muscovite (<4%), opaques (<3%), homblende
(53%), biotite (<2%), pyroxene (<3%), and glass (<1%). Gamet, weatherable aggregates,
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beryl, iron oxides (goethite), plagioclase feldspar, monazite, tourmaline, zircon, and rutile
were present in trace amounts in the Ts pedon (Table 5; Soil Survey Staff, 2006).

Chemical analyses
Net decreases of phosphorous occurred with depth in the C l, C3, and Ts pedons
(Tables 1,3, and 4); the C2 pedon was not analyzed for phosphorous. Phosphorous was
highest in the A and Btk horizons of the Ts pedon at 69.71 mg kg'* and 38.16 mg kg'',
respectively, but decreased to 3.41 mg kg ' in the 2Bk2 horizon. Phosphorous ranged
from 27.68 mg k g ' in the A horizon to 13.58 mg k g ' in the Bt3 horizon of the Cl pedon,
and 21.51 mg k g ' in the A l horizon to 0.39 mg k g ' in the Bt2 horizon o f the C3 pedon.
Carbon was highest in the Ts pedon with values ranging from 38.86% in the Oi horizon
to 3.08% in the A horizon (Table 4; Soil Survey Staff, 2006). These values are up to 61%
higher than the highest carbon values in similar horizons in the soils of the Charkiln
series. Carbon ranged from 3.03% in the Oi horizon to 0.25% in the Bt3 horizon in the
Cl pedon; 17.10% in the Oi horizon to 0.30% in the Bt3 horizon in the C2 pedon; and
from 1.89% to 0.23% in the A l and Bt2 horizons, respectively, in the C3 pedon (Tables
1-3). Net decreases in nitrogen also occurred with depth in all four pedons (Tables 1-4).
Nitrogen was 7-39% higher in the Oi and A horizons in the Ts pedon than in similar
horizons in the soils of the Charkiln series. Nitrogen in the Ts pedon ranged from 1.671%
in the Oi horizon to 0.083% in the 2Bkm horizon (Soil Survey Staff, 2006). Nitrogen in
the soils o f the Charkiln series ranged from 0.06% to 0.18% in the A horizons and from
0.01% to 0.08% in the B horizons.
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Calcium (Ca^^) and potassium (K^) were the most common base cations in the soils
of the Charkiln and Troughspring series followed by (in order o f decreasing abundance)
Mg^''^, Mn^^, Na''', and Fe^''’ (Table 6). Sodium was present in small amounts in the C3
pedon, and in the A and Btk horizons of the Ts pedon, but was not present in the C2
pedon. Iron was detected in the AB and A horizons of the Cl and C3 pedons,
respectively. Manganese was present in all horizons of the Cl and C3 pedons except for
the Btl horizon in the C3 pedon. Pedons C2 and Ts were not analyzed for Fe^^ and Mn^^.
Cation exchange capacity (CEC) increased with depth in the soils of the Charkiln
series, and was highest in the Btl horizons (Tables 1-4). This increase in CEC
corresponds to increases in clay. Cation exchange capacity values in the soil of the
Troughspring series, however, decreased with depth and correspond to a decrease in clay
and an increase in carbonate (Soil Survey Staff, 2006). The cation exchange capacity
values were higher in the A and Btk horizons in the soil of the Troughspring series than
in any of the soils o f the Charkiln series. The A horizon in the Ts pedon is deeper (23 cm)
than the A horizons in the pedons of the Charkiln series (12-13 cm). The Btk horizon in
the Ts pedon had a clay content of 18-27%, which was similar to clay contents in the Bt
horizons (20-35%) of the type location soil (C2 pedon), but the CEC values in the C2
pedon were lower than those in the upper horizons of the Ts pedon (Soil Survey Staff,
2006).
X-ray diffraction results for the Cl and C3 pedons indicate that quartz was the
dominant mineral, followed by kaolinite and mica. The least abundant minerals were
vermiculite, gibbsite, and mixed layer chlorite and vermiculite (Table 7). In the C2
pedon, mica and kaolinite were the most dominant followed by vermiculite and quartz.
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Montmorillonite, mica, and calcite were dominant minerals in the Ts pedon, with lesser
amounts of kaolinite, vermiculite, and quartz (Soil Survey Staff, 2006).
Results o f the dithionite-citrate (CD) extraction indicate a greater percentage of CD
extractable Mn was present in the Cl and C3 pedons with lesser amounts of Fe, whereas
a greater percentage o f Fe was present in the C2 and Ts pedons with lesser amounts of Al
and Mn (Table 8; Soil Survey Staff, 2006). Net decreases in CD extractable manganese
occurred with depth in the C l, C2, and C3 pedons, whereas CD extractable Fe remained
steady in the Cl pedon but increased slightly in the C2 and C3 pedons. In the C2 pedon,
CD extractable Al remained constant in all horizons, and in the Ts pedon CD extractable
Fe and Al decreased with depth, and CD extractable Mn was detected in only trace
amounts in the A, Btk, B kl, and 2Bk2 horizons (Soil Survey Staff, 2006). Free Fe oxides
are interpreted to be noncrystalline or crystalline forms (Weisenbom and Schaetzl, 2005),
and a measure o f the total pedogenic Fe, such as goethite, hematite, lepidocrocite, or
ferrihydrite in the soil (Burt, 2004). The presence of Mn detected using the dithionitecitrate method is considered the easily reducible form (Burt, 2004), because extensive
substitution of Mn^^ and Mn^^ for Mn'*^ occurs (Taylor et al., 1983).
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Table 6. Base cations in the Charkiln and Troughspring series pedons. Spring
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Table 7. XRD analysis o f minerals in the Charkiln and Troughspring series pedons, Spring Mountains, Nevada
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Table 8. Dithionite-citrate extraction results for the Charkiln
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0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1

0.1
trace
trace
trace
trace

0.6
—

0.7

—

0 .4

—

0.5

0.2
0.1
0.1

trace
trace

trace

trace

trace

—

trace

- D ata not analyzed.
' D ata from S o il Survey Staff, 2 0 0 6 .
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CHAPTER4

INTERPRETATION
The hypotheses tested in this study were 1) the clay mineralogy for the argillic
horizons is not forming from the quartzite but from upslope contributions from limestone
parent material and eolian dust, and 2) the argillic horizons are currently forming rather
than relict features. The results of this study indicate that quartzite, limestone, and minor
amounts of eolian dust have provided source material for the formation of the soils of the
Charkiln series. This conclusion is based on minerals and fossils found in the soils that
can be linked to specific geologic units within the study area. The presence of channel
argillans in the uppermost B horizons suggests that the argillans are actively forming and
that the current climate has sufficient moisture to translocate clays. Active illuviation in
the soils is further supported by clay-depleted A horizons and B horizons showing
increases in clay. The current climate supports a pinyon-juniper woodland which may
have enhanced clay illuviation through organic-acid weathering. Additionally, the current
climate has a low leaching rate because clays have not been leached out of the soil, and
minerals are not highly weathered. Consistency in pedogenic iron, base cations, texture,
sand sizes, and color indicates the lack of a lithologie discontinuity. The lack of rock
fragment weathering and rinds indicates the fragments have undergone little change in
their environment. The lack o f weathering, change in soil environment, or lithologie
discontinuity suggest that the soils of the Charkiln series are currently forming.
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CHAPTER 5

DISCUSSION
Data presented in this study indicate that parent material and climate are the most
important factors controlling formation of argillic horizons in the soils of the Charkiln
series. Biota, topography, and time have had more subtle effects on the development of
the soils. The soils o f the Charkiln series contain argillic horizons that are forming in
alluvium dominated by quartzite lithology (NRCS, 2006b; 2006d); quartzite is an atypical
parent material for soils with argillic horizons (Ogg and Baker, 1999; Ogg et al., 2001).
Argillic horizons form from parent material consisting of sedimentary, igneous, and
metamorphic rocks (Gile and Grossman, 1968; Smeck et al., 1968; Smith and Buol,
1968; Aandahl, 1982; Chadwick et al., 1975; Nettleton et al., 1975; Franzmeier et al.,
1985; McDaniel and Nielsen, 1985; Southard and Southard, 1985; Goenadi and Tan,
1989; Graham and Buol, 1990; Stolt and Rabenhorst, 1991 ; Hopkins and Franzen, 2003),
however, not all rocks contain sufficient material for clay and argillic-horizon formation.
Argillic horizons that formed in soils in arid regions, such as the southwest, are
considered relict features of a past climate (Ruhe, 1965; Nettleton et al., 2000) because
the current climate does not have sufficient moisture to translocate clays (Gile and
Grossman, 1968; Gile and Hawley, 1968; Nettleton et al., 1989). Contrary to current
belief, the soils of the Charkiln series are forming in an aridic to ustic soil moisture
regime, with a mesic temperature regime (NRCS, 2006b; 2006c; 2006d), as indicated by
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the presence of actively forming channel argillans in the upper B horizons (Figure A.9;
Buol and Hole, 1961). The channel argillans indicate that the current climate has
sufficient moisture to translocate clays. Additionally, the A horizons in the soils of the
Charkiln series have been depleted o f clay and the B horizons show increases in clay
which further support active illuviation in the soils (Tables 1-3; Graham and Wood,
1991).

Genesis o f the argillic horizons
Parent Material / Topographv
While soils of the Charkiln series formed in alluvium dominated by quartzite
lithology (NRCS, 2006b; 2006d), quartzite parent material is not the single source of clay
for argillic-horizon formation; similar results were found by Ogg and Baker (1999) and
Ogg et al. (2001) who conducted research on soils with argillic horizons that formed on
alluvial fans containing quartzite rocks. Ogg et al. (2001) found up to 60% clay in the
soils, and concluded that this much clay was unusual for soils containing only quartzite
parent material. Clay in the argillic horizons was derived from alluvial fans consisting of
sandstone and phyllite (Ogg and Baker, 1999). Phyllite contains muscovite and chlorite
(Klein and Hurlbut, 1993), which are sources of clay mica and vermiculite, respectively
(Allen and Hajek, 1989). These same minerals also were found in the soils of the
Charkiln series. A phyllitic shale is located in the northwest Spring Mountains (Zj,
Johnnie Formation; not shown on Figure 2; Page et al., 2005), however, it is located
outside o f the study area. Changes in geomorphology, erosion, or eolian sources may
have led to deposition o f material from this geologic unit within the study area
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contributing to soil formation. Clay contents in the Charkiln series are not as high as
those in the studies by Ogg and Baker (1999) and Ogg et al. (2001; Tables 1-3), however,
specific quartzite and limestone units have been identified as sources o f material in the
soils of the Charkiln series based on mineral assemblages and fossils found in the soils.
These units include the Stirling Quartzite (Zs; Figure 2; Page et al., 2005), which
contains mineral assemblages of the greenschist facies (quartz, chlorite, epidote, and
muscovite; Klein and Hurlbut, 1993) that were also found in rock fragments and clods
collected from soils of the Charkiln series; and the limestone units include the Bird
Spring Formation, undivided (PMb), Monte Cristo Group (Mm), Mississippian and
Devonian rocks, undivided (MDu), and the Pogonip Group (OCp; Figure 2; Page et al.,
2005), which contain brachiopods that were occasionally found in rock fi-agments
collected fi'om the Bt2 horizon of the Cl pedon (Figure A. 19).
The presence of quartz and mica, the dominant minerals in the soils of the Charkiln
series (Table 7; Soil Survey Staff, 2006), further support the conclusion that the quartzite
and limestone units listed above provided the parent material for the development of
argillic horizons in the soils of the Charkiln series; quartzite and limestone are major
sources of quartz and secondary clay mica, respectively (Johnson, 1970; Allen and Hajek,
1989). Other secondary minerals found in rock fragments and clods suggest clays are
locally derived. For example, kaolinite is a prominent mineral in the soils of the Charkiln
series, followed by lesser amounts of vermiculite, gibbsite, and mixed layer chlorite and
vermiculite (Table 7; Soil Survey Staff, 2006). Kaolinite, gibbsite, and vermiculite are
weathering products o f biotite and/or feldspar (Johnson, 1970; Allen and Hajek, 1989;
Graham et al., 1989a; Ogg and Baker, 1999). Thin-section analysis of rock fragments
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(TableS) and clods indicates very low amounts of biotite, further suggesting additional
sources o f gibbsite are from the weathering of almandine and plagioclase (Graham et al.,
1989b) while vermiculite is from chlorite alteration (Allen and Hajek, 1989).
The hypothesis that source material for the argillic horizons is locally derived is
further supported by an analysis of the geomorphology of the study area, and a soil series
adjacent to the Charkiln series. A dominant source of clay mica in the soils of the
Charkiln series likely came from erosion of limestone (Allen and Hajek, 1989; Ciolkosz
et al., 1995) upslope of the Charkiln series. The limestone parent material from which the
soil of the Troughspring series formed from is a likely source. The soil of the
Troughspring series, a nearby paleustoll located upslope of the Charkiln series, has calcic
(Btk and B kl) and petrocalcic (2Bk2 and 2Bkm) horizons extending to depths of 61 and
160 cm, respectively (Table 4; NRCS, 2006b; 2006d). These horizons were not found in
the soils o f the Charkiln series that were analyzed up to depths of 166 cm (Tables 1-3). It
is hypothesized that the limestone downslope of the Troughspring series has been eroded
away. This process o f erosion created an intramontane basin that has partially filled with
alluvial material (Peterson, 1981), and formed the fans on which the soils of the Charkiln
series developed (NRCS, 2006b; 2006d). Additionally, soils of the Troughspring Series
formed in alluvium derived predominantly from limestone (NRCS, 2006b; 2006d),
including several o f the same units that also provided source material for the formation of
the Charkiln series [Bird Spring Formation, undivided (PMb), Monte Cristo Group
(Mm), Mississippian and Devonian rocks, undivided (MDu), the Pogonip Group (0 € p ),
and the Stirling Quartzite (Zs; Page et al., 2005)]. These sources also were identified
through fossils and mineralogy found in clods collected from the Ts pedon.
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Montmorillonite and mica, the dominant minerals in the soil of the Troughspring series
(Table 7; Soil Survey Staff, 2006), likely originated from the limestone parent material
and weathering of phyllosilicates found in the soils (Allen and Hajek, 1989), which
further supports that soils in the study area formed from locally derived material.
Topography also has influenced argillic-horizon formation in the Spring Mountains.
According to Alexander (1995), argillic horizons are less likely to occur on steep slopes
because soil formation is hindered due to increased erosion. Comparison of the three
soils of the Charkiln series shows that the soil on the steepest slope (C3 pedon) has the
thinnest argillic horizons o f all three soils (Tables 1-3).
While evidence for argillic-horizon development is strongly supported from local
parent material, external sources of atmospheric dust also may have had an influence on
soil formation. Dust accumulation rates measured by Reheis and Kihl (1995) for southern
Nevada and southeastern California range from 4.3 to 15.7 g m'^ y '\ Eolian dust provided
sediment that contributed to the pedogenesis of soils on the eastern slopes of Charleston
Peak (Reheis et al., 1992; Reheis and Kihl, 1995), and the formation of alluvial and
colluvial deposits within the study area on the western slopes of the mountain range
(Qay, Qcf, Qaiy; Figure 2; Page et al., 2005). Kaolinite and calcium or calcareous dust
in soils often originate from eolian processes (Gile et al., 1966; Gardner, 1972; Gile,
1975; Gile et al., 1981; Machette, 1985; Allen and Hajek, 1989; Reheis et al., 1992)
suggesting that eolian sediment could be an additional source of the kaolinite present in
the soils o f the Charkiln and Troughspring series, and the calcium in the calcic and
petrocalcic horizons of the Troughspring series. Calcite was not detected during XRD
analysis o f minerals in the soils of the Charkiln series (Table 7), but was found on the
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surface o f a rock fragment collected from the Cl pedon. The lack of calcite in the soils of
the Charkiln series suggests that the calcite from the influx of atmospheric dust could be
dissolving and reprecipitating as other minerals in the soil, particularly in those horizons
with acidic pH (Faure, 1991). Alternatively, the lack of calcite may indicate that
atmospheric dust was not a significant source of material for soil formation on the west
side of the Spring Mountains. Silt, the main constituent in eolian dust within southern
Nevada and California (Reheis and Kihl, 1995), is not the dominant particle size in the
soils of the Charkiln series, which further indicates eolian dust is not a significant source
of material in the soils (Ciolkosz et al., 1995).
Climate
The current climate of the study area ranges from an aridic to ustic soil moisture
regime, with a mesic temperature regime, and a mean annual precipitation rate of 38 to
41 centimeters (NRCS, 2006b; 2006d). The current climate has sufficient moisture to
translocate clays as indicated by actively forming channel argillans in the upper B
horizons of the Cl and C2 pedons (Buol and Hole, 1961). In the Cl and C2 pedons,
argillans ranged from nonexistent to continuous on all sides of grains (Figures A.1-A.2
and A.7-A.8), and filled or coated a few voids (Figures A.5 and A.9). The lack of
uniformly distributed argillans in the soils indicate that they formed from percolating
water rather than as residual products originally present in the soils (Frei and Cline,
1949), and further support the conclusion that the argillic horizons are currently forming.
In the Cl pedon, clay filled some fractures in all horizons except the Bt3 horizon (Figure
A.6). Argillans along voids and in the Bt horizons in both pedons indicate that the clays
originated through illuviation and translocation (Smith and Buol, 1968; Southard and
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Southard, 1975; Alexander and Nettleton, 1977; Bilzi and Ciolkosz, 1977; Ciolkosz et
al., 1995). Clay in the lower Bt horizons in both pedons was found to be infilling between
grains rather than coating the grains (Rebecca Burt, NRCS, written commun., 2006); the
lack of argillans in the Bt horizons indicates the clays also formed in situ (Southard and
Southard, 1985). The argillans along grains and voids were thin, and brownish in color
which suggests that they all formed within the same climate (Catt, 1989). However,
mineral analysis o f the argillans should be done to confirm this.
Further evidence of current climatic influences on argillic-horizon development is
found when examining clay mineralogy. Based on a study of clay development in soils in
a climate with wet and dry seasons by Sherman (1952), the mean annual precipitation
rate at the soils o f the Charkiln and Troughspring series is conducive of montmorillonite
formation, a dominant mineral in the soil of the Troughspring series. However, the mean
annual precipitation rate of the current climate is insufficient for kaolinite development
(Sherman, 1952), which also is a prominent mineral in the soils of the Charkiln and
Troughspring series. An additional factor that may have affected clay accumulation is
infiltration and percolation of snowmelt. The mean annual snow-water equivalent for
snowpack on the west side of the Spring Mountains ranges from 14.0 to 22.1 centimeters
(NRCS, 2006a). Surface runoff can lead to depletion of clay on the soil surface (Graham
and Wood, 1991), but infiltration and percolation of snowmelt runoff could be
contributing to argillic-horizon formation in the soils of the Charkiln series.
Past research indicates that alpine glaciation and freeze/thaw cycles can affect
argillic-horizon formation (Brady and Weil, 2002; Buol and Hole, 1961; Nettleton et al.,
1969). These cycles must be taken into consideration because of the high elevation of the
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study area (-2,100 m), and current climate data from the Mt. Charleston Lodge weather
station that indicates temperatures in the study area are low enough to freeze soils (data
accessed December 3,2006 at
http://www.instaweather.com/KLAS/default.asp?cid=90&id=MTCHS). Additionally,
alpine glaciation is suspected to have occurred on the east side of the Spring Mountains
(Van Hoesen and Omdorff, 2000; 2001), and geologic units containing possible glacial or
periglacial deposits (Qcf) are located on the east side of Charleston Peak (Figure 1; Page
et al., 2005). Glacial activity can compact soils affecting the translocation of clays (Brady
and Weil, 2002), and freeze/thaw cycles can prevent argillan formation or destroy them
completely (Buol and Hole, 1961; Nettleton et al., 1969). However, studies by Ruhe
(1975) and Waltman et al. (1990) show that glacial erosion and freeze-thaw cycles can
have little to no affect on soils and argillic horizons, respectively. The presence of the
argillic horizons and argillans in the soils of the Charkiln series indicate that freeze/thaw
cycles had little to no affect on the argillic horizons, and glaciation likely was sporadic or
limited to the east side of the mountain range, and not all soils were affected. Van Hoesen
and Omdorff (2000; 2001) provide no information on whether the soils on the west side
of the Spring Mountains were affected by the glaciation that occurred in the Pleistocene
during the last Ice Age. These data suggest that the soils of the Charkiln series either
were not affected by alpine glaciation and freeze/thaw cycles, or that the soils formed in
the Holocene after glaciation occurred, and further supports that the soils are young.
Vegetation
Vegetation also has been found to be an important factor in the formation of argillic
horizons (Aandahl, 1982). Clay illuviation occurs under Coulter pine (Pinus coulteri B.
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Don) due to the absence o f earthworms which tend to mix the soil and counteract
illuviation (Graham and Wood, 1991 ; Johnson-Maynard et al., 2004). Coniferous needle
litter contains the water-soluble organic substance, phenol (Blaschke, 1979), which can
cause clay dispersion as shown in Huon pine {Dacrydium frankliniv, Bloomfield, 1957),
and dissolved organic matter leached from Douglas-fir roots contains organic acids that
promote clay dispersion (Durgin and Chaney, 1984), which then could be translocated.
At the Charkiln series study sites on the west side of Charleston Peak, a subhumid
continental climate exists with sufficient moisture to support a pinyon (Pinus monophylla
Torr. & Frém.)-juniper [Juniperus osteosperma (Torr.)] woodland with mountain
mahogany (Cercocarpus ledifolius Nutt. var. intermontanus N. Holmgren) and Gambel
oak {Quercus gambelii Nutt.; Houghton et al., 1975). Two of the pedons of the Charkiln
series (Cl and C2) have a pinyon (Pinus monophylla Torr. & Frém.)-juniper {Juniperus
osteosperma (Torr.)] and Gambel oak (Quercus gambelii Nutt) association (NRCS,
2006b; 2006d), and the third site (C3 pedon) is in a burned area that was pinyon (Pinus
monophylla Torr. & Frem.)-juniper {Juniperus osteosperma (Torr.)] and Gambel oak
(Quercus gambelii Nutt) prior to the bum. Pine likely affected clay dispersion and
accumulation (Bloomfield, 1957; Durgin and Chaney, 1984; Graham and Wood, 1991;
Johnson-Maynard et al., 2004) in the soils of the Charkiln series, but since vegetation and
soil characteristics were similar at all three pedons, no conclusion can be made as to
whether vegetation enhanced the rate at which the argillic horizons formed. Vegetation
likely had the same effect on soil formation because all three pedons had similar clay
percentages and depths to argillic horizons (Tables 1-3).
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Time
The presence o f the argillic horizons in the soils of the Charkiln series indicate that
the landscape on which the soils have formed has been stable for a long enough period of
time for the horizons to develop (Gile and Hawley, 1968). Argillic horizons typically
require at least a few thousand years to form (Gile and Grossman, 1968; Gile and
Hawley, 1968; Smeck et al., 1968; Gile, 1975; Nettleton et al., 1975; Parsons and
Herriman, 1976; Bilzi and Ciolkosz, 1977; Franzmeier et al., 1985; Southard and
Southard, 1985; Ciolkosz et al., 1989; Goenadi and Tan, 1989; Nettleton et al., 1989;
Stolt and Rabenhorst, 1991 ; Hopkins and Franzen, 2003), but under unique
circumstances they can form within as little as 50 years (Graham and Wood, 1991;
Johnson-Maynard et al., 2004). Landform characteristics within the study area were
analyzed to determine landscape stability as well as a relative age of the soils of the
Charkiln series (Vincent et al., 1994; Christenson and Purcell, 1985). The fans on which
the soils o f the Charkiln series have formed likely are young to intermediate in age
(<15,000 to 700,000 years old; Figure 5; Christenson and Purcell, 1985; Page et al.,
2005), and agree with past research that state argillic horizons typically form within a few
thousand years.

Relict or currently form ing argillic horizons
To determine whether a soil is relict or currently forming, past research focused on
soil characteristics such as rock-fragment weathering (Peltier, 1949; Mills, 1988; Soil
Survey Staff, 1998), mineral composition, characteristics, and weathering (Allen and
Hajek, 1989; Graham et al., 1989b; Shaw et al., 2003), soil color (Torrent et al., 1980),
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and lithologie discontinuities (Soil Survey Staff, 1998). Quartzite rock fragments in the
Charkiln Cl pedon ranged from angular in the upper horizons to subangular in lower
horizons, but remained angular with depth in the Charkiln C3 pedon. This indicates that
the rock fragments have consistently undergone little weathering, and therefore a
lithologie discontinuity does not exist within the soils of the Charkiln series. The lack of
rinds in rock fragments throughout the soil profiles also indicates the fragments have
undergone little change in their environment due to movement of the fragments,
weathering processes, or climate change (Peltier, 1949; Mills, 1988). Relatively constant
levels of Fe, Al, and base cations (Tables 6 and 8) and consistency in texture, color, and
sand sizes were measured with depth (Tables 1-3), also indicating the lack of a
discontinuity in the soils. The lack of weathering, change in soil environment, or
lithologie discontinuity suggest that the soils of the Charkiln series are currently forming.
While some weathering has occurred across the three pedons as indicated by increases
in CEC and clay with depth (Carroll, 1959; Tables 1-3), in general, the soils are still
considered pedologically young. CEC in young soils can range in value because CEC is
based on the type of clays within the soil; for example kaolinite has a lower CEC value
than montmorillonite (Grim, 1953; Carroll, 1959). Regardless of the type of clays in the
soils of the Charkiln series, there is a trend of increasing CEC and clay with depth in all
three soils. Free Fe oxides remained relatively constant with depth in the soils of the
Charkiln series which also suggests that little weathering has occurred, and thus the soils
are young (Shaw et al., 2003); an increase in free Fe oxides indicates an increase in
weathering (Burt, 2004). The consistency of free Fe oxides with depth among the three
Charkiln pedons suggests that the degree of weathering, or lack thereof, has been similar
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among horizons in the soils of the Charkiln series (Table 8). The slight difference in iron
content in the C2 pedon as compared to the Cl and C3 pedons likely is due to topography
since the other soil-forming factors (parent material, climate, vegetation, and time; Jenny,
1994), have been the same for all three pedons. The C2 pedon is located higher in
elevation than the Cl pedon, lower in elevation than the C3 pedon, and within a
depression where runoff occurs and could be a collection point for minerals.
The presence of fresh microcline grains and unstable grains, such as chlorite and
biotite, in the soils o f the Charkiln series also indicate that the soils have undergone little
weathering or change in weathering processes (Peltier, 1949; Allen and Fanning, 1983;
McDaniel and Nielsen, 1985; Allen and Hajek, 1989; Graham et al., 1989b). Thin-section
analysis of a clod from the Btl horizon of the Charkiln Cl pedon revealed a microcline
grain with a prominent outline and tartan twinning (Figure A.3), and a fresh grain
resembling chlorite (Figure A.4). Chlorite and biotite are unstable minerals; chlorite is
typically found in relatively unaltered subsoils, and soils that have undergone reduced
weathering due to climate or because the soil is young (Allen and Fanning, 1983; Allen
and Hajek, 1989). Because the soils have undergone little weathering (Graham et al.,
1989b) and little change in weathering processes (Peltier, 1949; McDaniel and Nielsen,
1985) suggests that the soils are young and currently forming in the present climate.
The color of a soil, specifically red hues, can indicate the relative age of a soil as
redder hues increase with soil age and time (Hurst, 1977; Torrent et al., 1980;
Dohrenwend et al., 1991). The most common iron compounds that are responsible for
soil color are goethite, hematite, lepidocrocite, and maghemite (Hurst, 1977; Allen and
Hajek, 1989); hematite is a highly effective red pigmenting agent in soils (Graham and
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Buol, 1990). Soils o f the Charkiln series contain yellow-red hues (7.5 YR to lOYR) likely
due to the presence of organic matter, goethite, and quartz (Hurst, 1977; Allen and Hajek,
1989; Graham et al., 1989b; Graham and Buol, 1990). The lack of red hues in the soils of
the Charkiln series indicates that the soils have little to no hematite (Schwertmann, 1993;
Ciolkosz et al., 1995) and therefore, are young (Torrent et al., 1980). The B horizons
likely will redden with time because almandine, which weathers to goethite and hematite,
was found in rock fragments and clods collected from the soils (Hurst, 1977; Schaetzl
and Mokma, 1988; Graham et al., 1989a; Graham and Buol, 1990; Ciolkosz et al., 1995).
Failure to detect goethite and hematite by XRD analysis (Table 7) however, confirms low
iron oxide content, as suggested above, poor crystallinity, or that the iron oxides are
present as very fine particles (Gager, 1968; Karpachevskiy et al., 1972; Gangas et al.,
1973; Torrent et al., 1980).
Goenadi and Tan (1989) state that argillans in an argillic horizon, high amounts of
kaolinite, and iron-oxide minerals are evidence that an intense weathering and leaching
process has occurred in a soil. Silt-to-clay ratios in the Charkiln pedons decreased with
depth, indicating that secondary minerals are dominant in the lower horizons (Ray, 1963,
Anjos et al., 1998), and CEC values increased with depth, indicating some weathering
has occurred (Carroll, 1959) in all three Charkiln pedons. However, as stated above, the
lack of goethite and hematite, and the presence of fresh and unstable grains indicate that
the soils of the Charkiln series have not undergone intense weathering (Peltier, 1949;
Allen and Fanning, 1983; McDaniel and Nielsen, 1985; Allen and Hajek, 1989; Graham
et al., 1989a; Graham et al., 1989b). Therefore, the dominant process of soil formation in
the soils of the Charkiln series likely is translocation of clay rather than in situ weathering
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o f minerals, because more weathered argillic horizons are an indication that some of the
clay formed in situ (Smith and Buol, 1968). The presence of argillans on grains and pores
in the Cl and C2 pedons indicate clay translocation (Southard and Southard, 1985; Bilzi
and Ciolkosz, 1977, Ciolkosz et al., 1995).
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS
The soils of the Charkiln series formed on alluvium derived predominantly from a
quartzite parent material, as well as from a limestone parent material and minor inputs of
eolian dust. The dominant rock fragment lithology in the soils of the Charkiln series is
quartzite, the dominant mineral is quartz, and the most prominent clays are mica and
kaolinite. Minerals and fossils found in the soils of the Charkiln series were linked to
specific parent materials within the study area that contributed to the formation of the
soils. These units include the Stirling Quartzite, the Bird Spring Formation, undivided,
Monte Cristo Group, Mississippian and Devonian rocks, undivided, and the Pogonip
Group.
The argillic horizons in the soils of the Charkiln series are forming in the current
climate regime which has sufficient moisture to translocate clays, as indicated by actively
forming channel argillans in the uppermost B horizons (Buol and Hole, 1961). Active
illuviation is further supported by A horizons depleted of clay and B horizons showing
increases in clay (Graham and Wood, 1991). However, the climate has a low degree of
weathering, as indicated by consistency in free Fe oxides with depth, and the presence of
fresh microcline grains and unstable minerals such as biotite and chlorite. The lack of
weathering indicates the soils o f the Charkiln series are young.
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Similarities in clay types, percentages, and depths to argillic horizons indicate that
singleleaf pinyon pine (Pinus monophylla Torr. & Frém.), the dominant vegetation within
the Charkiln series, did not affect argillic-horizon formation differently in any of the three
soils, but may have enhanced argillic-horizon formation.
Soils of the Charkiln series have formed on fans that are young to intermediate in age,
and range from less than 15,000 to 700,000 years old (Christenson and Purcell, 1985;
Page et al., 2005). The age of the surfaces on which the soils formed and the presence of
the argillic horizons indicate landscape stability (Gile and Hawley, 1968). The type of
landform on which the soils have formed has not specifically affected soil formation, but
slope has affected argillic-horizon formation. The soil of the Charkiln series with the
steepest slope (the C3 pedon) has the thinnest argillic horizons of all three soils.
Consistency in rock fragment components and characteristics, relatively constant
levels o f Fe, Al, and base cations, and the lack of any abrupt changes in texture, sand
sizes, and color with depth suggest that the soils of the Charkiln series are currently
forming features.
Organic matter content, and the presence o f goethite and quartz are responsible for
the range in color found in the soils. The lack of red hues in the soils of the Charkiln
series indicates that the soils are young.
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APPENDIX

THIN-SECTION PHOTOGRAPHS AND XRD GRAPHS

Shale

Feldspar grains
without argillans
Quartz grains
with argillans

Feldspar grain
with argillan
Figure A.I. Thin section of a clod collected from the A horizon in the Cl
pedon, Charkiln series, Spring Mountains, Clark County, Nevada.
Magnification 40X, cross polarized light.
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Channel argillans

Biotite

Chert

Figure A.2. Thin section of a clod collected from the AB horizon in the Cl
pedon, Charkiln series, Spring Mountains, Clark County, Nevada.
Magnification 40X, cross polarized light.

Microcline

Grain argillan

Figure A.3. Thin section of a clod collected from the Btl horizon in the Cl
pedon, Charkiln series. Spring Mountains, Clark County, Nevada.
Magnification 40X, cross polarized light.
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Biotite

Chlorite

Figure A.4. Thin section o f a clod collected from the Btl horizon in the Cl
pedon, Charkiln series. Spring Mountains, Clark County, Nevada.
Magnification 40X, cross polarized light.

Channel argillan

Feldspar

Figure A.5. Thin section of a clod collected from the Bt2 horizon in the Cl
pedon, Charkiln series. Spring Mountains, Clark County, Nevada.
Magnification 40X, cross polarized light.
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Muscovite

Feldspar
Quartz

Figure A.6. Thin section of a clod collected from the Bt3 horizon in the Cl
pedon, Charkiln series. Spring Mountains, Clark County, Nevada.
M t^ification 40X, cross polarized light.

Relict clay film

Figure A.7. Thin section of coarse silt (0.02-0.05 mm) from the Btl horizon in
the C2 pedon, Charkiln series, Spring Mountains, Clark County, Nevada.
Magnification 20X, cross polarized light. Photograph taken by the NRCS.
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Clay on a
sand grain

Clay in soil matrix

Figure A.8. Thin section of coarse silt (0.02-0.05 mm) from the Btl horizon in
the C2 peaon, Charkiln series, Spring Mountains, Clark County, Nevada.
Magnification lOX, cross polarized light. Photo taken by the NRCS.

Channel argillan

Figure A.9. Thin section of coarse silt (0.02-0.05 mm) from the Btl horizon in
the C2 pedon, Charkiln series, Spring Mountains, Clark County, Nevada.
Magnification I OX, cross polarized light. Photograph taken by the NRCS.
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Chiorile or
epidote

Figure A. 10. Thin section of a clod from the A horizon in the Ts pedon,
Troughspring series, Spring Mountains, Clark County, Nevada. Magnification
lOOX, cross polarized light.

Fossil
remnants

Quartz

Calcite
Figure A.l 1. Thin section of a clod collected from the Btk horizon in the Ts
pedon, Troughspring series, Spring Mountains, Clark County, Nevada.
Magnification 40X, cross polarized light.
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Calcite
matrix

Biotite

Quartz
Chlorite or
epidote
Feldspar

Figure A. 12. Thin section of a clod collected from the Bkl horizon in the Ts
pedon, Troughspring series. Spring Mountains, Clark County, Nevada.
Magnification 40X, cross polarized light.

Calcite
matrix

Quartz

Fossil
remnants
Chert

Figure A. 13. Thin section of a clod collected from the 2Bk2 horizon in the Ts
pedon, Troughspring series. Spring Mountains, Clark County, Nevada.
Magnification 40X, cross polarized light.
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7"% // tü
Calcite

Chert

Figure A. 14. Thin section of a clod collected from the 2Bkm horizon in the Ts
pedon, Troughspring series. Spring Mountains, Clark County, Nevada.
Magnification 40X, cross polarized light.

Feldspar

Chlorite stain

Quartz
y
Iron-oxide stain

Garnet

Figure A. 15. Thin section of a rock fragment collected from the Btl horizon
in the Cl pedon, Charkiln series. Spring Mountains, Clark County, Nevada.
Magnification 1OOX, cross polarized light.
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Quârtz

$

^

Opaques

Figure A. 16. Thin section of a rock fragment collected from the Btl horizon
in the Cl pedon, Charkiln series. Spring Mountains, Clark County, Nevada.
Magnification 40X, cross polarized light.

Iron-oxide
matrix
Biotite

Figure A. 17. Thin section of a rock fragment collected from the Btl horizon
in the Cl pedon, Charkiln series, Spring Mountains, Clark County, Nevada.
Magnification 40X, cross polarized light.
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Quartz

Chert matrix
Iron-oxide stain

Garnet

Muscovite

Opaques

Figure A. 18. Thin section of a rock fragment collected from the Bt2 horizon
in the Cl pedon, Charkiln series. Spring Mountains, Clark County, Nevada.
Magnification 40X, cross polarized light.

Iron-oxide stain

Fossil
remnant

Chert matrix

Figure A. 19. Thin section of a rock fragment collected from the Bt2 horizon
in the Cl pedon, Charkiln series, Spring Mountains, Clark County, Nevada.
Magnification 40X, cross polarized light.
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Quartz

Fracture filled with
iron oxide
Opaques I

Figure A.20. Thin section of a rock fragment collected from the Bt3 horizon
in the Cl pedon, Charkiln series, Spring Mountains, Clark County, Nevada.
Magnification 40X, cross polarized light.

F eld sp ar

4

Muscovite

Figure A.2I. Thin section of a rock fragment collected from the Bt3 horizon
in the Cl pedon, Charkiln series. Spring Mountains, Clark County, Nevada.
Magnification lOOX, cross polarized light.
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Quartz

Garnet

oxide stain

Figure A.22. Thin section of a rock fragment collected from the Btl horizon
in the C3 pedon, Charkiln series. Spring Mountains, Clark County, Nevada.
Magnification 40X, cross polarized light.

Figure A.23. Thin section of a rock fragment collected from the Btl horizon
in the C3 pedon, Charkiln series, Spring Mountains, Clark County, Nevada.
Magnification lOOX, cross polarized light.
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Quartz
Iron-oxide matrix

Figure A.24. Thin section of a rock fragment collected from the Btl horizon
in the C3 pedon, Charkiln series, Spring Mountains, Clark County, Nevada.
Magnification 40X, cross polarized light.

Iron-oxide stain

Garnet

Figure A.25. Thin section of a rock fragment collected from the Bt2 horizon
in the C3 pedon, Charkiln series, Spring Mountains, Clark County, Nevada.
Magnification 40X, cross polarized light. See Figure A.29 for a closer view of
the garnet grain and iron-oxide stain.
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Iron-oxide matrix
I Q u artz

Quartz-filled veins

Figure A.26. Thin section of a rock fragment collected from the Bt2 horizon
in the C3 pedon, Charkiln series, Spring Mountains, Clark County, Nevada.
Magnification 40X, plain polarized light.

Quartz

Garnet

Figure A.27. Thin section of a rock fragment collected from the Bt2 horizon
in the C3 pedon, Charkiln series, Spring Mountains, Clark County, Nevada.
Magnification 40X, cross polarized light.
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Iron-oxide stain

Quartz

Figure A.28. Thin section of a rock fragment collected from the Bt2 horizon
in the C3 pedon, Charkiln series. Spring Mountains, Clark County, Nevada.
Magnification 40X, cross polarized light.

Quartz

Iron-oxide stain

Garnet

Figure A.29. Thin section of a rock fragment collected from the Bt2 horizon
in the C3 pedon, Charkiln series. Spring Mountains, Clark County, Nevada.
Magnification IOOX, cross polarized light.
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Figure A.30. XRD graph of minerals in the Btl horizon in the Cl
pedon, Charkiln series, Spring Mountains, Clark County, Nevada.
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Figure A.31. XRD graph of minerals in the Bt2 horizon in the Cl
pedon, Charkiln series. Spring Mountains, Clark County, Nevada.
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Figure A.32. XRD graph of minerals in the Bt3 horizon in the Cl
pedon, Charkiln series, Spring Mountains, Clark County, Nevada.
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Figure A.33. XRD graph of minerals in the Btl horizon in the C3
pedon, Charkiln series. Spring Moimtains, Clark Coimty, Nevada.
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Figure A.34. XRD graph of minerals in the Bt2 horizon in the C3
pedon, Charkiln series, Spring Mountains, Clark County, Nevada.
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